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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

The outside view: The importance of a couture mindset

The casualization of fashion and an obsession with streetwear, wellness and wearable fashion tech are everywhere,
mirroring our fast-paced, tech-obsessed lives. Sneakers have become a powerful engine of growth for luxury
houses, sales of high heels are shrinking and hardly anyone wears a necktie anymore, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Yoox Net-A-Porter CEO: "We sit on a gold mine of data"

Almost 20 years after founding Yoox as an off-price e-tailer, and four years after a merger with Net-A-Porter that
culminated last year with a 2.8 billion-euro takeover by Richemont, Yoox Net-A-Porter CEO and chairman Federico
Marchetti has hardly lost his entrepreneurial spirit or his competitive edge, reports Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue Business

The history of private planes is less high life and more daily grind

In many ways, a private plane is the peak of luxury. There's no waiting at airport security, no contending with a
domino effect of delays. Your jet goes where you want, when you want, and only those you want aboard get to come
along, according to The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Bentley's new hybrid hides its luxury from the masses
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In 1724, John Perceval, the first Earl of Egmont, wrote his cousin a letter admiring the gardens at Stowe House in
Buckinghamshire. "What adds to the beauty of this garden is, that it is  not bounded by walls, but by a ha-hah, which
leaves you the sight of the beautiful woody country, and makes you ignorant how far the high planted walks extend,"
per Wired.

Click here to read the entire article on Wired
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